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Working together on the UK's deadly triple
challenge
Facing a likely second wave of COVID-19, a severe economic shock, and continued
Brexit uncertainty, the UK is short of magic bullets. This affects individuals and businesses,
and may even threaten the integrity of the union of the four nations. Hopefully, the
government's strategy to deal with these issues will be clearer by October and this will
provide an improved foundation for business and economic planning.
At the Labour conference this week, Sir Keir Starmer made clear that the Labour loyal
opposition will support all constructive health and economic measures, while keeping a
forensic eye on government performance. His first-line lieutenants Angela Rayner,
Anneliese Dodds, Ed Miliband and Rachel Reeves are communicating strongly
on social, economic, and business issues.
Meanwhile, the Industry Forum has been working with members to help in this difficult
period. We have been actively piloting online policy workshops, holding virtual roundtables
and discussing emerging priorities with politicians and companies.
In addition to our usual events featuring leading policy-makers, we can now offer
members further services in producing focussed policy issues reports, online policy
workshops, and bespoke online events.
Our next meeting will be:

Shaping our digital future

30 September
The pandemic has led to an amazing transformation in our use and appreciation of
the benefits of digital technologies. New possibilities abound in, for example,
education, work, manufacturing, logistics, and healthcare, and these could recharge
our damaged economy and provide fresh opportunities for people whose jobs have
disappeared. The Labour party is keen to develop policies that can seize such new
opportunities while providing safeguards against the significant dangers that the
digital environment can bring.
The speakers will be:
Chi Onwurah MP, Shadow Minister for Science, Research and Digital
Frederique Prevost, Digital Transformation Consultant and Agile Coach

Prof. Marina Jirotka, Professor of Human Centred Computing, University of Oxford
Oliver Patel, Research Associate and Manager, UCL European Institute

For the coming months we are planning meetings on the following topics:
The outlook for UK international trade. (Separate events for US, Germany & India)
The new landscape for building and construction
Can we rely on the modern audit report?
An aviation recovery plan
Preparing for COP26
UK/China trade prospects and security risks
Upgrading our digital infrastructure to drive economic recovery
New thinking about funding and pricing life sciences treatments
Accelerating the transition to renewable energy
Improving government understanding and use of science
Future European cooperation
Transport in a post-COVID-19 World
Please let us know if you would like to work together on these or other topics.
Our most recent meetings have covered highly topical subjects and showcased the
involvement of Industry Forum members:

How should business contribute to equality and diversity?

The explosive issues of financial, gender, and race inequality are now impacting
mainstream politics and business. Businesses, governments and major organisations
cannot sit back and just hope that beneficial changes will occur, they need to take
action!
How to do this was discussed at an Industry Forum online roundtable 'How should
business contribute to equality and diversity', hosted by leading law firm Pinsent
Masons.
The speakers were Femi Otitoju, Founder and Managing Director of Challenge
Consultancy, Catherine West MP for Hornsey and Wood Green and Shadow Minister
for Europe, Dr. Anne Sammon, Partner, Pinsent Masons, and Isabelle Stanley,
Industry Forum Research Associate. Discussion focussed on whether the necessary
changes require better awareness training, better legislation, better laws, or
improvements in culture in our schools and universities.
From hard-hitting panel comments it was clear that some progress is being made but
that more needs to be done, and this involves culture change at the highest levels of
government and some organisations.

Lessons on managing procurement and supply chains in an
emergency

It is clear that multiple shortcomings in PPE and intensive care equipment
procurement and supply chain management occurred during the initial wave of the
pandemic.
As COVID-19 is resurgent, it is important to learn what went wrong as soon as
possible, and so the Industry Forum held a virtual round table, on the topic of
‘Lessons in managing procurement and supply chains in an emergency’.
Speakers were: Bill Esterson MP for Sefton Central, Sandeep Goel, Senior VP –
Technology, for the fast growing Indian procurement platform Moglix, and Dr. Chris
Francis, Director of Government Relations, SAP. SAP operates the major,
international ARIBA commercial platform and hosted the meeting.
Many of the problems identified could have been avoided by stronger and better
planning and operational control. This would also have enabled the UK health sector
to operate more effectively with suppliers and procurement platforms and learn from
their expertise and international experience. We may soon know if such lessons have
been understood and applied.

New member offer
We are keen to sign up new members to work with us and expand our meetings and
research activities. For 2021, we are offering new joiners from September to
December the benefit of starting their annual renewal period on 1 January 2021. If
you’re not already a member and would like to help shape our agenda, host events,
and receive invitations to all meetings, get in touch by email at info@industryforum.org, or give us a call to find out more on 0207 434 0090.
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